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We have come a long way in establishing the New Science. Another brick in the wall.   

(:04). Goes over basics of P, draws a spiral, you have a balancing of M and G forces, 

Mass occurs when the G is +1 or greater than M. In the beginning we used a dome 

shaped core, and separated the fields inside dome into an inner core (Caroline Core) and 

outer core.      The material state is irrelevant, it's the field interaction that count. (:09).  In 

the sun there are no inner cores, the boundary is made by interaction of the field strength. 

Same with the earth, it's the MG fields in respect to each other that make the boundaries. 

In Galaxies we don't see wall separating, what we were taught is meaningless.   The Inner 

Core (G) and Outer Core (M), so are we in the G field or M of our Solar System?  We 

made these early reactors to see field interactions. (:18). What if PU were the inner core, 

and say a house formed as the outer core?  Going over the ping pong reactors,  the SF, the 

Coils see return on power supply. Up to here we always contained the P. Create a field 

force that contains the P within itself. Last week introduced the radial rotation of P, this is 

the Gravitational, and the N South flow is the Magnetic.  (:23).  The equator line is 

always the most heated area of any P, because this is the point where the fields most 

interact. The assumption that it is because of the closeness of sun and earth. When 

working with P you can't ignore this area.   (:27). Look at Coils and sun, is there a way to 

create boundary-less P that you can have control over? He shows a dual N Gans coated 

coil, by turning the G coil 90 degrees sideways, it becomes a copy of the sun, then you 

have P control. The Cu inside becomes irrelevant, it can be of any material. It's the fields 

which you control the Free Plasma.   (:35). The SF you created the FP but with this 

formation you control the FP.  This is the way U makes FP. Is the center of every P 

hollow, non-physical, non-matter. You saw this when you rotated the ball reactors. This 

can lead to flight control. He draws a SF with the new formation coils, they each have a 

hollow FP in center and form their own P fields.  Now you can change the MG field of 

each reactor giving you full control (how??). You need no rotation or physical structure, 

each reactor in fixed position, so it's the fields that interact. Different field strengths are 

created for what you need to create. In Chemistry they call it a chemical bond.   (:41). If 

you connect all the reactors to a box then you can decide which reactors change for your 

needs. If you put them in the right place you can lift, and you can allow other materials to 

lift without putting them into the structure.   (:47). All the reactors have the very power 

void in center, the higher G fields in middle and lower M fields in outer, and rotation of 

P.  IT ALL CHANGES with these new coil formations, understand equatorial heating 

and you can make P Heaters, or high MG communication lines.   (:55).  Questions. the 

structures of H or He are 3 stackers. Alex's Beads are strong enough to start a PU. Bret is 

trying different metal wires, plastic coils, N coated plastic pipes you get H, huge energy.   

(1:04). We never die, we just change the state.   N Coat plastic with Caustic, there are 

different kinds of plastic, he determined that the neck of Coke bottles contain lot of H. 

(1:16).  This way of teaching coming to an end, we discuss to inspire.   Douglas achieved 

lift of an object, he works with Renan on innovations. (1:24).  Video, he made a mixture 

of yeast, sugars, and Nano Plate and Zn, Keshe says he's producing ZnO2 and Ca (40). 

He dropped a piece of metal that become magnetic.   (1:39).  The difference between 

ZnO2 Gans is slightly white, the orange color is CH3. ZnO2 (60 + 16+16 =92), Ca2 

(40+40=80), conversion of Zn to Ca.   Oysters absorb Zn and convert it to Ca, that's how 



they make the white shell, that is how he got white cube in Gans container, this how 

bones created.    When you put CuO2 and Zn plates and connect, you get ZnO2, if you 

put an LED light between the plates (it doesn't have to light up), you get CO2.   (1:46).  

The new CO2 kits contain an LED light to produce CO2, whenever you see solid pieces 

at bottom you produce Ca just like oyster. Zn connected to emotional part and creates 

bone structure.  Ali shows his SF made from stackers, sees fields that shimmers, Keshe 

says, you have created the first lift system (done by Iranian), structure of UFO. Adjust the 

field flow and you'll see a SS. Try to power it through P batteries or Capacitors. Used the 

dust of Quartz Crystal in the Gans. This is the FIRST spaceship, but need to strengthen 

the center Core, fix the plates so they don't move, glue it to a board so you can move it. 

Can use different metal Nano Coils to create a gradient. His whole body "buzzing" and 

feeling very good, add in parallel 4 P batteries. (2:03). Keshe advices how to improve, 

stackers not touch, have a feedback, make sure wires don't touch the floor, it will go 

invisible and you'll see a shimmer. (2:06).  If your system disappears you need 4 

Capacitors in parallel, and 8 in series and it will drain it to become visible. Ali saw the 

shimmer as explained. (2:09). Tells Alex what to do to get that shimmer. He connects 

Plasma wire to body of wash machine, lots of power. (2:19).  Back to Ali, you should see 

a bubble in the center, and a flash of light, then you'll see your SS.   (2:27). Place an a 

transparent platform and you'll see a light. Keep it off the ground, leave two radio near 

FM and AM, if radio goes silent move out of the room, SS will manifest.  (2:35).  

Presentation, he built his own version of PU, actually he's having to pay the power 

Company for feeding them electricity as it's a 2 phase system and feeding back.  (2:46).  

Information about hackers they get through Skype.  (2:54).  The pain Pad has full medical 

certification as a medical device in its own right. KF Germany has been registered 

legally, those who tried to stop it, sorry. Manufacturing will be in 67 countries by 

February.  SSI has become a separate organization for Space Ship Institute with the Blue 

space logo. Announce a city for a base for SSI launches, like Cape Canaveral.  (3:09). A 

nice comment about Keshe's leadership, and mention of Vimana's in Vedas. Keshe is 

pulling out of most of the teachings, he will head the Space Program.  Italian Government 

has given a state of the art TV station for teaching, and a KF Bank, all money run through 

this bank and even credit cards. New medical systems coming, now that the first two  

have been accepted. Regeneration of cells instead of operation. Thanking Vince and his 

wife, Rick and all who sacrificed so much for the Foundation.  

 


